
Mustard Plant Overview in Color

Overview: Mustard Plant Time to Flowering

The mustard plant is known as Brassica rapa by scientists.

Selective breeding of mustard plants over long periods of

time has resulted in the production of vegetables as

diverse as turnips, napa cabbage, and bok choy. The

mustard plant is commonly used in genetic experiments

in laboratories because it is easy to grow, grows quickly,

and has many different traits that are easy to see and

measure. However, mustard plants also grow in the wild

throughout much of coastal California, where they are

considered weeds. Wild mustard plants were probably

introduced to California about 300 years ago from Asia

or Europe, where the mustard plant also grows in the

wild.

The wild mustard plants in

California are an annual

plant, meaning that they

sprout--or germinate--

from seeds, grow to full

size, bloom, produce

seeds, and die all in one

year. The following year,

the new seeds sprout and

the cycle starts again. No

individual plant grows for

more than one year.

.
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In California, wild mustard plants typically sprout and begin to grow sometime between

October and January, right after the first rain of the season. They continue to grow as long as

they have enough rain. When they are fully grown, they produce flowers, typically sometime

between January and April. The flowers of one plant pollinate the flowers of neighboring

plants, fertilizing them so that seeds are produced. Each fertilized flower produces several

seeds in a pod which falls to the ground. These seeds will then sprout at the start of the next

year’s growing season and produce the next generation of plants. The length of time that it

takes for a plant to become fully grown and produce its first flower is referred to as the “time

to flowering” or “flowering time”.

Scientists working in Southern California were interested in whether the wild mustard plants

growing near them would show the same variety of different traits as the mustard plants they

grew in the lab.

Wild mustard plants grew in several, different locations near the scientists. They had noticed

that in some of those populations, the plants seemed to bloom earlier in the year than in

others. Because the climate in Southern California is changing, they wanted to know what the

effect of that might be on the wild mustard plants. They collected seeds from plants that

grew in the same place in 1997 and in 2004 and made observations about how they grew.

Between 1997 and 2004 they saw a change in the flowering time of the mustard plants.
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